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Objectives: Ss will recall language from Unit 13 Dialog 1. 
Method: S-S RHR –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 13 Dialog 1 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Greet Ss and show slide.  
Step 2: Ss each think of 6 questions related to the dialog. For example, “What 
sound did they hear?” “Who was the first one to hear the sound?” “What did 
Diana see in the tree?” “Where did Diana see the cat?” “How does the kitten 
feel?” 
Step 3: Ss ask and answer the questions in pairs. 
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Objectives: Ss will recall and practice language in Unit 15 Dialog 1. 
Method: T-Ss  
Materials: PPT: images of animals, prompts of useful expressions  
Procedure: 
Step 1: Show slide to Ss and invite them to name the animals. 
Step 2: Ss take turns to describe the animals using the language from the 
courseware. They should name the animals, the colors, physical features, and 
living habits, etc. For example, “This is a frog. It lives in the water or on the land. It 
first lays some eggs. The eggs are in the water. A tadpole comes from a frog egg.”  
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Objectives: Summary of images in Unit 15 Dialog 1.  
Method: S-S 
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 15 Dialog 1 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Divide the class into five groups. Assign each group an image. 
Step 2: Ss have to summarize what the image is about with 6 sentences. 
Step 3: Ask one S from each group to stand up and present the group’s summary. 
Tell the others to pay attention s they will have to recall the summary later. 
Step 4: When each group has presented, choose Ss who didn’t speak to  
summarize a different group’s image.  
Step 5: If time allows, move to next slide and ask Ss to describe the pictures from 
memory.  
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Objectives: Ss will recall language from Unit 15 Listening Part 1. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: script of Unit 15 Listening Part 1 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Sit Ss around the table and then show slide to them. 
Step 2: Give two minutes for Ss to fill in the blanks of the script. Ss can discuss with 
each other if necessary. 
Step 3: Have a few Ss alternate telling the complete information to the class and 
check the answers together. 
Step 4: Make the slide disappear and have Ss retell the listening part from  
memory...  
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Objectives: Ss will personalize language from Unit 15 Listening Part 1. 
Methods: S-Ss –TTT 
Materials: PPT: before and after pictures of some public figures  
Procedure: 
Step 1: Pair up Ss and show slide. 
Step 2: Give 3 minutes for Ss to prepare for a 1 minute presentation based the 
pictures in pairs. Ss should describe the changes of the public figures and the 
logical reasons for the changes.  
Step 3: Pairs take turns to present the rest of the class. Then the class decides 
which pair has given the best reason for the changes.  
Step 4: Further extend and personalize the language by having Ss choose a 
famous person in their class, and then describe the person and the change. The 
rest of the class guesses who they are talking about. 
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Script of Unit 15 Listening Part 1 Activity 2: 
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Answer: 
 

 


